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Abstract 23 

The analysis of linkage disequilibrium (LD) underpins the development of effective genotyping 24 

technologies, trait mapping and understanding of biological mechanisms such as those driving 25 

recombination and the impact of selection. We apply the Malécot-Morton model of LD to create 26 

additive LD maps which describe the high-resolution LD landscape of commercial chickens. We 27 

investigated LD in chickens (Gallus gallus) at the highest resolution to date for broiler, white egg 28 

and brown egg layer commercial lines. There is minimal concordance between breeds of fine 29 

scale LD patterns (correlation coefficient < 0.21), and even between discrete broiler lines. 30 

Regions of LD breakdown, which may align with  recombination hotspots, are enriched near 31 

CpG islands and transcription start sites (p < 2.2x10-16), consistent with recent evidence 32 

described in finches, but concordance in hotspot locations between commercial breeds is only 33 

marginally greater than random. As in other birds functional elements in the chicken genome are 34 

associated with recombination, but, unlike evidence from other bird species, the LD landscape is 35 

not stable in the populations studied. The development of optimal genotyping panels for genome-36 

led selection programmes will depend on careful analysis of the LD structure of each line of 37 

interest. Further study is required to fully elucidate the mechanisms underlying highly divergent 38 

LD patterns found in commercial chickens. 39 

 40 
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Introduction 43 

A detailed understanding of linkage disequilibrium (LD) structure is essential for designing 44 

single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) genotyping arrays, successful association mapping of 45 

genetic factors underlying traits of interest, establishing mechanisms of genetic recombination 46 

and elucidating patterns of selection and population structure. This is particularly true for 47 

agricultural species such as commercial chicken (Gallus gallus)  where LD analysis has the 48 

potential to establish the genetic drivers of selection and therefore contribute to further 49 

commercial development of lines.  50 

The chicken genome comprises macrochromosomes, intermediate chromosomes and 51 

microchromosomes. The macrochromosomes (GGA1-5) span 50-200 Mb, intermediate 52 

chromosomes (GGA6-10) range from 20-40 Mb and 28 microchromosomes (GGA11-38) which 53 

average ~12 Mb (Hillier et al. 2004; Megens et al. 2009; Schmid et al. 2015). The 54 

microchromosomes are characterised as having higher GC content, gene density and much 55 

higher recombination rates compared to macrochromosomes (~50-100 kb/cM versus ~300 56 

kb/cM in macrochromosomes). The latter may reflect the requirement for a minimum of at least 57 

one chiasma for each chromosome per meiosis and a higher density of cohesin binding sites 58 

(Groenen et al. 2009). 59 

Previous studies of LD in the chicken have established that the microchromosomes show 60 

reduced LD compared to macrochromosomes, and that these differences are almost completely 61 

explained by differences in the recombination rate (Megens et al. 2009). Studies of egg laying 62 

chickens indicate higher levels of LD compared to broilers (Heifetz et al. 2005; Andreescu et al. 63 
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2007). Despite relatively low levels of LD in broilers, Andreescu et al. (2007) determined that 64 

there is significant overlap in LD for marker pairs across nine different commercial broiler lines.  65 

Linkage disequilibrium maps constitute the LD analogue of the genetic linkage map and have 66 

been extensively utilised for human data (Maniatis et al. 2002; Tapper et al. 2005), and have also 67 

been previously applied to agricultural species (Khatkar et al. 2006). We here construct LD maps 68 

according to the Malécot-Morton model, using the program LDMAP (Maniatis et al. 2002; 69 

Tapper et al. 2005). This model is defined as: 70 

ρ = 1 − L Me + L 

where ρ is the association between SNPs; the asymptote L is the ‘background’ association 71 

between unlinked markers which is increased in small sample sizes and with residual population 72 

structure; M reflects association at zero distance with values ~1 consistent with monophyletic 73 

origin and <1 with polyphyletic inheritance; ϵ is the rate of LD decline; and d is the physical 74 

distance in kilobases between SNPs (Maniatis et al. 2002).  75 

One LD unit ((LDU, equal to ) corresponds to the (highly variable) physical distance over 76 

which LD declines to ‘background’ levels. Compared to the physical map, the LDU scale 77 

delimits regions of LD breakdown (which may represent recombination hotspots) as steps, and 78 

broader regions of low haplotype diversity (blocks) as plateaus. The overall LDU map length 79 

reflects time since an effective population bottleneck (Zhang et al. 2002; Service et al. 2006). 80 

Therefore, populations with shorter LDU maps have been founded more recently, experienced a 81 

more recent selective sweep, or have a smaller effective population size compared to those with 82 

longer maps.  83 
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The close correspondence between LD patterns and much lower resolution linkage maps suggest  84 

a dominant role  for recombination in LD structure. However,  unlike linkage maps, which 85 

provide  a low resolution description of recombination over recent generations, LD maps are 86 

constructed from population data and reflect the historical impacts of recombination, mutation, 87 

selection and population history. LDU maps of commercial chicken lines may provide new 88 

insights into patterns of recombination and selection. Previous studies have begun to describe 89 

differences in recombination across Gallus genomes based on linkage and LD structure (Megens 90 

et al. 2009), and high resolution genome-wide LD maps have the potential to yield further 91 

insights. 92 

Birds appear to lack the zinc-finger protein PRDM9 which is required for recombination hotspot 93 

localisation in humans and other mammals (Fumasoni et al. 2007; Oliver et al. 2009; Myers et al. 94 

2010). Despite this, recent work by Singhal et al., (2015) has shown that hotspots are highly 95 

concordant between wild bird (finch) populations, apparently due to the concentration of 96 

recombination events near functional elements of the genome, namely CpG islands and 97 

transcription start sites (TSSs).  98 

Here, we construct genome-wide LDU maps for three chicken breeds: broilers (BRO), white egg 99 

layers (WEL) and brown egg layers (BEL). We contrast the LD structure across the three breeds, 100 

and evaluate the consistency of LD patterns between breeds, potential recombination hotspots 101 

and differences between chromosome types and motifs underlying major features of the maps. 102 

Additionally, we compare patterns between specific commercial lines (sub-populations) within 103 

breeds. 104 

 105 
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Materials & Methods 106 

Genotypic data used in this work are as reported in the validation populations of Kranis et al. 107 

(2013), with all genomic coordinates based on the Gallus_gallus-4.0 (galGal4) reference 108 

assembly. The samples described by Kranis et al. were supplied by Aviagen (broilers), Hy-line 109 

International and Lohmann of Synbreed Consortium (the white and brown egg layers), the 110 

Pirbright Institute (inbred lines) and the Roslin Institute (RI-J experimental layer line). As 111 

described in this paper the variants genotyped were selected  to provide an overall uniform 112 

distribution of allele frequencies, across the three breed types, best capturing the diversity of 113 

each. All of the genotype data used in this study are from individuals that share < 80% identity 114 

by similarity genome-wide to minimise population sub-stratification and have > 95% genotyping 115 

completeness. Genotype assessment was performed using PLINK v1.07 (Purcell et al. 2007). 116 

Multi-dimensional scaling was undertaken using all autosomal markers in order to evaluate the 117 

population structure of the samples.  118 

Once the analytical cohorts were defined, SNP marker filtering was undertaken independently 119 

for each cohort. Markers with < 95% genotyping completeness, minor allele frequency (MAF) < 120 

0.05 or Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) deviation p-value < 0.001 were removed to leave a 121 

dataset containing only common, high quality markers. Within each breed the inbreeding 122 

coefficient (F) (Wright, 1922) was calculated using the PLINK program. LD maps were 123 

generated for the assembled autosomes GGA1-28 on filtered data according to the Malécot-124 

Morton model using LDMAP (Morton et al. 2001; Kuo et al. 2007). Where necessary, filtered 125 

genotype data were split into ~25,000 marker segments (with 200 marker overlap) to allow for 126 

parallelised processing. Overlapping map segments were then trimmed of the terminal 25 127 
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markers, and merged to form complete, contiguous whole-chromosome LD maps for the 128 

assembled autosomes.  129 

Comparisons of LD maps with existing linkage maps were made. The order of markers in 130 

linkage maps from Elferink et al. (2010) was revised in line with galGal4 from the native 131 

assembly based upon SNP positions within dbSNP (Sherry et al. 2001). Following transition to 132 

the galGal4 order, a small number of disordered markers in the linkage map, which distorted the 133 

cumulative map, were removed.  134 

To compare map structure between breeds, we focussed on the macrochromosomes GGA1-5. 135 

These were chosen to avoid confounding factors such as potentially incomplete reference 136 

assemblies, as well as varying recombination rates for the microchromosomes (Hillier et al. 137 

2004; Groenen et al. 2009; Elferink et al. 2010; Schmid et al. 2015). The Spearman’s rank 138 

correlation of LDU lengths for all 40 kb regions between the three breeds was calculated, after 139 

Rubin et al. (2010).  140 

For finer-scale interrogation of the LDU length of 5 kb regions, we investigated the concordance 141 

seen for these regions with the longest LDU length. We performed these comparisons based 142 

upon LDU percentiles, as opposed to absolute LDU lengths, to allow for the differing global LD 143 

map lengths for the breeds. This analysis gives an indication of the extent to which narrow 144 

regions of intense LD breakdown (which may align with  recombination hotspots) are shared 145 

between breeds/lines. A high degree of concordance between long LDU segments might  suggest 146 

a high proportion of shared recombination hotspots between the samples considered. For 147 

comparison, we also compared human European and African populations (Pengelly et al. 2015), 148 

the two larger BRO2/3 lines, as well as BRO3a/b, which is a random bisection of the largest 149 
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population, BRO3. As a final control, a randomised dataset was used for which an equal number 150 

of 5 kb regions were randomly selected independently for each dataset, and the concordance 151 

calculated; 100 pseudo-replicates were performed for each percentile cutoff.  152 

For comparing LDU decline rates with genome features we focused on the BRO dataset since it 153 

has the largest sample size in the dataset. GC content was calculated directly from the reference 154 

sequence for 5 kb regions, CpG islands were defined according the UCSC genome browser, and 155 

Ensembl annotations were used to define transcripts (Karolchik et al. 2014). BEDTools was used 156 

to calculate the distance between elements and regions (Quinlan and Hall 2010). 157 

 158 

Results 159 

Input data 160 

The genotype data used in this work are as reported in the validation populations of Kranis et al. 161 

(2013), with ~1.8 million genotyped SNPs in total. Multidimensional scaling of all samples 162 

shows distinct clustering of breeds, though with three distinct population clusters within each 163 

breed, consistent with the three genotyped lines  (Supplementary Figure S1). For initial LDU 164 

map construction, all lines of a breed were pooled. Sample groups used are described in Table 1. 165 

For clarity, we use BRO, BEL and WEL to refer to each pooled breed dataset, and BRO2, BRO3 166 

etc. to refer to a distinct line within breed where analysed. 167 

Global map properties 168 
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LD maps were generated for all assembled autosomal chromosomes for the three breeds 169 

(Supplementary Figure S2). A representative chromosomal LD map for GGA8 is shown in 170 

Figure 1. The physical map of the chromosome is represented on the x-axis, while the y-axis 171 

shows the LDU maps for each breed and the linkage map in centimorgans (cM) (Elferink et al. 172 

2010). As in human LDU and cM maps, there is a large central region showing little change in 173 

LDU or cM, consistent with the location of the submetacentric centromere, where recombination 174 

is supressed and there is therefore intense linkage disequilibrium (Tapper et al. 2005; Krasikova 175 

et al. 2006). Summary length statistics for all autosomes are shown in Table 2. 176 

LDU map lengths reflect haplotypic diversity within that population (Service et al. 2006; 177 

Pengelly et al. 2015) and can be compared with independent measures of population diversity 178 

such as F inbreeding coefficients. The mean F inbreeding coefficients are 0.21, 0.26 and 0.51 for 179 

the BRO, BEL and WEL populations respectively, with the greater value for WEL indicating 180 

more limited genetic diversity within the population. In comparison, the ratio of LDU/Mb map 181 

lengths is also variable between breeds (3.50, 3.18 and 1.74 for BRO, BEL and WEL 182 

respectively across the autosomes; Table 2). This ranking of breeds by LDU length is consistent 183 

with the trend obtained from the F statistic, in line with expectations. There is a general trend 184 

towards a lower LDU/cM ratio of map lengths for the smaller chromosomes (Figure 2), with a 185 

negative exponential relationship between length of chromosome in megabases and the LDU/cM 186 

ratio (r2 > 0.75, p < 1.7x10-9 for all breeds). 187 

LD map structure between breeds 188 

To compare map structure between breeds, we focussed on the macrochromosomes GGA1-5. 189 

These were chosen because they are known to have more complete reference assemblies 190 
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(compared to the microchromosomes), and have less variable recombination rates than the 191 

microchromosomes (Hillier et al. 2004; Groenen et al. 2009; Elferink et al. 2010; Schmid et al. 192 

2015). Following map generation, we interrogated the fine map structure for the breeds to 193 

establish the extent to which patterns of LD are conserved between the breeds. There was a 194 

weak, though highly significant correlation between breeds of LDU lengths of corresponding 40 195 

kb regions (Spearman’s ρ < 0.21; p < 2.2x10-16 for all pairwise comparisons; Figure 3). Narrow 196 

regions where there is strong breakdown of LD may  align with recombination hotspots, for 197 

which there is a high degree of concordance across human populations (Jeffreys et al. 2004; 198 

Myers et al. 2005; Tapper et al. 2005; Pengelly et al. 2015). We investigated the extent to which 199 

regions with LD breakdown are conserved across the three breeds. In humans, recombination 200 

hotspots span just 1-2 kb (Jeffreys et al. 2004). To test concordance of narrow regions of LD 201 

breakdown we obtained LDU lengths within 5 kb windows, this window size selected to allow 202 

for the incomplete resolution of array based genotyping (Pengelly et al. 2015). We assessed 203 

whether regions with the longest LDU lengths within a breed were conserved between breeds. 204 

For pairwise comparisons between breeds, there is low concordance in the top LDU length 205 

percentile 5 kb windows, with just ~5% concordance between breeds for the top 5th percentile 206 

(Figure 4). This is far lower than the concordance seen in humans, as well as that seen for the for 207 

BRO3a/3b comparison which is derived from a random split of the BRO3 line.  208 

Characteristics of regions of LD breakdown 209 

Despite the low concordance of the alignment of narrow regions of LD breakdown for  inter-210 

breed comparisons for chickens, the concordance seen is approximately 2-fold greater than that 211 

expected by chance. Recombination intensity is known to be dependent on sequence context, 212 

therefore hotspots are not expected to be randomly distributed (Groenen et al. 2009; Elferink et 213 
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al. 2010). One key determinant of recombination rate, GC content (Groenen et al. 2009), was 214 

found to be significantly increased in 5 kb regions in the top 1st percentile of LDU length of any 215 

breed when compared to regions of zero LDU length in all breeds (42.0% GC vs. 39.2% 216 

respectively, p < 2.2x10-16). We further compared the LDU/kb ratio for 5kb regions with their 217 

distance to the nearest CpG islands and TSS and found a highly significant, though weak, 218 

negative correlation in our data for both TSS and CpG islands, consistent with previous findings 219 

in finches (Figure 5) (Singhal et al. 2015). 220 

In order to better characterise the relationship between TSS and CpG islands with narrow regions 221 

of LD breakdown  we constructed a 2x4 contingency table for 5 kb regions exhibiting limited LD 222 

breakdown (<0.003 LDU/kb) or intense LD breakdown ( ≥ 0.003 LDU/kb) against whether the 223 

regions are within 125 kb of a CpG island, TSS, both or neither (Table 3). These values were 224 

selected based upon the approximate points of inflection in Figure 5. There was a highly 225 

significant deviation from the expected distributions under the null hypothesis (p = 9.5x10-224, χ2 226 

test). Regions within 125 kb of both a TSS and CpG island were 1.36 fold more likely to show 227 

strong LD breakdown; this is in excess of the additive enrichment for TSS solely and CpG island 228 

solely. This suggests  that it is an interplay of factors that underlies the localisation of hotspots, 229 

with the location of CpG islands having the strongest effect in isolation.  230 

 231 

Discussion 232 

The analysis of LD maps for the three breeds indicates extensive LD genome-wide. Since one 233 

LD unit represents the distance over which LD declines to background levels the genome-wide 234 

Mb/LDU ratio gives an indication of the average extent of LD, or ‘swept radius’. Average swept 235 
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radii for the three breeds are 246 kb for BRO, 272 kb for BEL and 488 kb for WEL. In contrast, 236 

the corresponding figures for human populations are 55 kb for Europeans and 39 kb for Africans 237 

(Lau et al. 2007). Although estimates of swept radii are weakly influenced by SNP marker 238 

density (Pengelly et al, 2015) they provide an indication of, as expected, the strong LD found in 239 

commercial chicken populations  which have been subject to intense selection. However, the 240 

profound differences in fine-scale LD structure we have identified are less expected. Although 241 

some large-scale genomic features such as centromeric regions, which typically have extensive 242 

and intense LD, are shared across breeds for some chromosomes (e.g. Figure 1) there is 243 

relatively little concordance in LD structure genome-wide. The contours of the LD maps show 244 

many genome regions with widely divergent LD structure (Figure 3) and the overall correlation 245 

in LDU lengths of 40 kb windows is low (ρ = 0.21). In contrast the fine-scale LD structure 246 

between human populations is sufficiently concordant to support a merged ‘cosmopolitan’ LD 247 

map which recovers 91-95% of the information within population-specific maps (Gibson et al. 248 

2005).  249 

The LDU/cM ratio of chromosome lengths is known to be virtually constant in human 250 

populations strongly suggesting that recombination is the primary determinant of LD structure. 251 

However, for the three chicken breeds the linear relationship breaks down, with smaller 252 

chromosomes having a lower LDU/cM ratio (Figure 2). Similarly, Megens et al. (2009) found 253 

that recombination rates estimated from LD data were discordant with those obtained from the 254 

linkage map. Specifically, they found that the recombination frequency for two 255 

microchromosomes (GGA26 and GGA27) estimated from LD was only 2.8 times greater than 256 

that of macrochromosomes GGA1 and GGA2) when the expectation from the linkage map was 257 

4.5 fold greater recombination on the microchromosomes (Groenen et al. 2009). This 258 
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discrepancy was attributed to biases in fitting a model using effective population sizes computed 259 

in physical rather than genetic distance windows.  260 

The breakdown in linear correlation between LDU and cM map lengths could have one or more 261 

causes. The evidence suggests that the apparent historical recombination intensity (based on LD 262 

maps) is lower than current recombination intensity (based on the linkage map) for the smaller 263 

chromosomes. One possible explanation for the deviation from a linear relationship between LD 264 

and cM lengths is the intense selection that has underpinned the recent population history of 265 

these commercial chicken lines. Selection has been previously reported to distort LD based maps 266 

of recombination (O’Reilly et al. 2008), due to the expected reduced haplotypic diversity at loci 267 

under purifying selection. This leads to an underestimation of recombination in these regions 268 

compared to the linkage map. As an extension of this, genes will be, on average, more conserved 269 

than intergenic regions and thus genes will have a reduced LDU/cM ratio, on average (Gibson et 270 

al. 2013). Since the smaller chicken chromosomes have higher gene density the impact of 271 

selection on reducing haplotypic diversity may have been more intense, compared to 272 

chromosomes with lower gene density. There is a strong exponential inverse correlation between 273 

chromosome size and gene transcripts per megabase (r2 = 0.745, p = 3.42x10-9). The differential 274 

impact of selection on increased gene density for the smaller chromosomes may therefore at least 275 

partly explain the reduced LDU/cM ratio observed.  276 

However, it is important to recognise that the reference genome sequence is incomplete for 277 

several chromosomes, particularly the microchromosomes (Schmid et al. 2015). Since the 278 

construction of linkage maps requires a lower density markers and measurable linkage extends 279 

much further than LD, the construction of a complete linkage map of a chromosome is less 280 

sensitive to the omission of small regions with missing or unreliable sequence. In contrast, LD is 281 
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much shorter range and LD maps will be truncated in regions where SNP coverage is incomplete 282 

due to assembly gaps and poor SNP coverage. This is however unlikely to be the sole 283 

explanation for the lower LDU/cM ratios in the smaller chromosomes due to the close negative 284 

exponential relationship between the physical chromosome size and LDU/cM ratio, perhaps 285 

indicative of an underlying biological mechanism as opposed to solely a technical artefact due to 286 

the incomplete assemblies. 287 

Our finding that the LD structure across the three breeds is highly discordant is in marked 288 

contrast to comparisons across human populations (Pengelly et al. 2015). Specifically, the 289 

pattern seen in humans of narrow regions of LD breakdown, which align with recombination 290 

hotspots and are highly concordant across populations, is not observed in chickens which show 291 

little concordance of similar regions across  breeds. Comparisons between breeds, and even 292 

between lines within a breed (BRO2-BRO3, Figure 4) show alignment of such regions that is 293 

only slightly greater than ‘random’. Concordance within a random split of a subpopulation 294 

(BRO3a-BRO3b) is much higher but even then does not show the degree of alignment in the 295 

hotspot landscape human European and African populations.  296 

Although the different extent of genome-wide LD between the breeds has been known for some 297 

time (Aerts et al. 2007) and the LD pattern between white and brown egg layers has been 298 

recognised as clearly different (Qanbari et al. 2010) this is the among first studies to recognise 299 

highly divergent fine-scale LD structure between breeds, as well as distinct lines of each breed. 300 

This finding has implications for trait mapping since it suggests that to ensure coverage, panels 301 

of tagging SNPs would be optimally selected only within the line of interest and that, unlike in 302 

human analyses, a ‘standard’ linkage map may be less useful if it is not representative of the 303 

breed-specific recombination landscape.  304 
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Analyses of human LD maps have established that the recombination landscape can be recovered 305 

from LD structure (Jeffreys et al. 2004; Tapper et al. 2008; Myers et al. 2010). From the derived 306 

recombination landscape the chromatin-modifying zinc-finger protein PRDM9 was shown to 307 

regulate recombination at 40% of human hotspots by binding to a degenerate 13 base pair motif 308 

(Baudat et al. 2010; Myers et al. 2010). Remarkably, despite genomic similarity between humans 309 

and chimpanzees, there is virtually no sharing of recombination hotspot locations. Myers et al. 310 

(2010) found chimpanzee PRDM9 has a dramatically different predicted binding sequence to 311 

that of humans. PRDM9 sequences are known to exhibit extremely rapid evolution that explains 312 

lack of hotspot conservation in other species that have PRDM9. However, chicken genomes, 313 

along with all other avian genomes tested (48 species) appear to  lack PRDM9 (Oliver et al. 314 

2009; Singhal et al. 2015). Singhal et al. (2015) examined the genomes of the zebra finch 315 

(Taeniopygia guttata) and long-tailed finch (Poephia acuticauda) and found recombination 316 

hotspots are enriched near CpG islands and TSSs. In marked contrast to the lack of hotspot 317 

sharing between human and chimpanzee they found a high degree of sharing between these 318 

birds, which were selected as showing divergence comparable to human and chimpanzee. They 319 

argue that whereas the binding specificity of PRDM9 mediated recombination leads to rapid 320 

turnover and evolution of hotspots, association with functional genomic features, such as CpG 321 

islands and TSSs, leads to stasis in which there is conservation of hotspot locations over, 322 

potentially, 10s of millions of years. However, in contrast, the evidence presented here suggests 323 

very limited sharing of regions of LD breakdown  for the three chicken breeds based on LD 324 

structure.  325 

We have established that the relationship between TSS and CpG islands with regions of LD 326 

breakdown/ recombination hotspots, as identified in finches by Singhal et al. (2015) is also found 327 
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in chickens. It is possible that, whilst recombination in chickens is associated with these 328 

functional elements, this relationship has not resulted in convergence to the point where 329 

recombination hotspots are recognisably stable between lines. Perhaps  the population history of 330 

the commercial lines studied has not been  sufficiently long to allow for  convergence of LD 331 

patterns. Furthermore, it is possible that small effective population sizes of these breeds also 332 

contributes to the observed limited convergence in LD structure. Further work, including the 333 

studying of outbred, wild Gallus populations, as well as whole-genome sequence based LD 334 

mapping would allow for the further elucidation of mechanisms underlying the architecture of 335 

patterns of LD in chickens (Gheyas et al. 2015). Improvements to the reference assembly 336 

currently underway will provide more complete assemblies for the microchromosomes (Schmid 337 

et al. 2015), allowing for further investigation into differential properties of the chromosomes. It 338 

would be informative to extend these investigations to other agricultural species, in order to 339 

determine whether this effect is specific to Gallus, or can also be observed in other selected 340 

avian, piscine and mammalian species. 341 

LD maps have been shown to be of use in refining the order and orientation of contigs during 342 

compilation of reference genomes where there is ambiguity, which may be of utility for enabling 343 

further improvements to the assembly (Ennis et al. 2001). LD maps, as described herein, are 344 

readily produced for any population for which genotype data is available, without requiring 345 

pedigree data. Given the high level of discordance in LD patterns between lines, data derived 346 

from the line of interest would provide far greater precision when utilised for trait mapping and 347 

other studies, as well as the optimisation of genotyping arrays to allow for maximal coverage for 348 

the minimal number of SNP markers for each line.  349 

 350 
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Tables 461 

 462 

Table 1: Counts of chickens and SNPs remaining post-filtering. 463 

BRO BRO2d BRO3 BRO3a BRO3b BEL WEL 

Founders 

Males 58  - 50 26 24 12 8 

Females 17  - 9 4 5 40 38 

Total 123d 48 59 30 29 52 46 

SNPs 

Raw count 966355 790531 789359 692467 778135 891200 691954 

MAFa 833639 658548 638947 631449 645713 796430 627294 

HWEb 760893 789450 788284 691625 777771 763931 420130 

Missingnessc 966346 788594 787732 690038 776114 888903 690298 

Final count 630435 655905 636535 628382 643554 667605 354737 

aMarkers with minor allele frequency < 0.05 within the cohort excluded. bMarkers with a Hardy-Weinberg 464 

equilibrium deviation p-value < 0.001 within the cohort. cMarkers with > 5% data missing excluded. dSex data 465 

unavailable for BRO2 line. 466 

  467 
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Table 2: Physical, linkage, and LDU map lengths for the three breeds. 468 

Linkage BRO BEL WEL 

Chr 
Length 

(Mb) 
cM LDU LDU/cM LDU LDU/cM LDU LDU/cM 

1 195.2 413.5 713.7 1.7 612.4 1.5 363.8 0.9 

2 148.8 281.3 452.1 1.6 462.8 1.6 207.8 0.7 

3 110.4 236.9 439.2 1.9 359.4 1.5 186.3 0.8 

4 90.2 195.2 309.8 1.6 277.1 1.4 164.1 0.8 

5 59.5 154.4 198.6 1.3 207.1 1.3 126.3 0.8 

6 34.9 93.8 171.9 1.8 114.7 1.2 81.4 0.9 

7 36.2 103.1 150.3 1.5 153.1 1.5 76.3 0.7 

8 28.7 96.6 134.5 1.4 112.2 1.2 57.0 0.6 

9 23.4 88.1 123.4 1.4 101.4 1.2 61.0 0.7 

10 19.9 80.6 97.4 1.2 77.0 1.0 65.3 0.8 

11 19.3 64.0 73.9 1.2 85.4 1.3 34.5 0.5 

12 19.9 69.1 101.4 1.5 88.4 1.3 51.6 0.7 

13 17.7 62.7 76.3 1.2 85.7 1.4 38.5 0.6 

14 15.1 67.4 65.9 1.0 68.1 1.0 46.2 0.7 

15 12.6 53.6 61.6 1.1 54.6 1.0 24.8 0.5 

16 0.5 59.1 2.0 0.0 2.3 0.0 1.1 0.0 

17 10.3 50.9 65.7 1.3 52.6 1.0 24.5 0.5 

18 11.2 51.7 56.4 1.1 53.9 1.0 31.1 0.6 

19 10.0 52.3 67.9 1.3 57.6 1.1 31.3 0.6 

20 14.2 55.1 61.5 1.1 58.6 1.1 31.1 0.6 

21 6.8 56.9 56.8 1.0 51.1 0.9 29.8 0.5 

22 4.1 56.4 21.9 0.4 21.7 0.4 9.5 0.2 

23 5.7 52.3 46.6 0.9 39.2 0.7 27.6 0.5 

24 6.2 53.2 57.6 1.1 47.6 0.9 33.0 0.6 

25 2.1 57.1 17.8 0.3 23.8 0.4 6.8 0.1 

26 4.9 52.3 37.4 0.7 39.5 0.8 21.9 0.4 

27 5.2 51.0 32.6 0.6 34.3 0.7 28.2 0.6 

28 4.7 53.6 30.4 0.6 37.1 0.7 20.9 0.4 

Total 917.7 2762.2 3724.6 1.3 3378.7 1.2 1881.7 0.7 

 469 
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Table 3: Odds ratios for recombination hotspot regions (LDU/kb ≥ 0.003) being within 125 kb of genomic features 471 

 472 

Feature Odds ratio 

Neither CpG nor TSS 1.00 

CpG only 1.12 

TSS only 1.06 

Both CpG and TSS 1.37 

  473 
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Titles and Legends to Figures 474 

 475 

Figure 1: Linkage and LD maps of GGA8 for all breeds. The broadly analogous structure of the 476 

linkage map and LD maps for the three populations can be seen. All maps contain a large plateau 477 

around 10,000 kb, corresponding to the centromere region. Overall length of the LD maps is 478 

inversely related to the strength of LD within a breed. Broilers show the lowest LD overall 479 

reflecting relatively high haplotype diversity while white egg layers show strongest LD and 480 

lowest population haplotype diversity. Note that there is no expectation that cM and LDU maps 481 

be similar lengths, as the LDU map length is dependent upon population diversity. 482 

Figure 2: Relationship between physical chromosome length and LDU/cM ratio for all 483 

autosomes in the three breeds. There is a clear trend for the physically smaller chromosomes to 484 

exhibit lower LDU/cM ratios, with a negative exponential relationship. Lines indicate best fit for 485 

log10(length) vs. LDU/cM. 486 

 487 

Figure 3: Comparison of LD breakdown intensity on GGA2 for the three breeds. The LDU/kb 488 

ratio is shown for sliding 40 kb windows. A common region of strong LD is shown at ~50 Mb, 489 

corresponding to the centromere. There are minimal other trends apparent in the localisation of 490 

LD intensities between breeds (ρ < 0.21; p < 2.2x10-16 for all pairwise comparisons).  491 

 492 

Figure 4: Pairwise concordance of regions of LD breakdown (indicative of recombination 493 

hotspots) between populations. Shown is the proportion of regions in the top n percentile which 494 

intersect between the breeds. For pairwise comparisons between BRO/BEL/WEL ~5% of 495 
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regions in the top 5 percentile are concordant. This proportion is also similar where two separate 496 

BRO lines (BRO2/BRO3) are compared. The low level of concordance between regions of LD 497 

breakdown, even between lines within breed, suggests there may be marked differences in 498 

haplotype structure since regions of LD breakdown align with increased haplotype diversity 499 

(Daly et al, 2001). When the largest population is bisected (BRO3a/b), this proportion is ~27%, 500 

still far lower than the equivalent comparison between European and African human populations 501 

(Pengelly et al. 2015). All comparisons show a greater proportion of concordance than the 502 

randomised dataset, showing that the patterns are not wholly stochastic. Shaded regions indicate 503 

95% confidence intervals of the trendlines, concordance was calculated for 0.1% increments. 504 

Figure 5: Association of LD breakdown with displacement from nearest functional element, 505 

namely CpG islands and TSS. There is a strong negative correlation between the distance from 506 

the functional elements and LDU/kb (ρ= -0.12 for CpG islands, ρ= -0.10 for TSS, p < 2.2x10-16 507 

for each comparison). Shown is the mean LDU/kb ratio for 5 kb bins, shaded area indicated 95% 508 

confidence interval. 509 

  510 
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Supplementary files 511 

Supplementary Figure S1: Multidimensional scaling analysis of founder chickens. Chicken 512 

lines coarsely cluster within breeds, with three clusters for each breed apparent. Population 513 

cluster designations are labelled on the plot. 514 

Supplementary Figure S2: Linkage and LD maps of autosomes plotted for all breeds. The 515 

broadly analogous structure of the linkage map and LD maps for the three populations can be 516 

seen.  517 

 518 
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